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Call Agenda
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• FOMC update
• Economic update
• Inflation update
• Employment Update
• Yield Curve Change Review



FOMC choices

High inflation but 
strong economy?

Lower inflation but 
trashed economy?
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Powell speech highlights from Jackson Hole 
Restoring price stability will take some time and requires using 
our tools forcefully to bring demand and supply into better 
balance. Reducing inflation is likely to require a sustained period 
of below-trend growth. Moreover, there will very likely be some 
softening of labor market conditions. 
While higher interest rates, slower growth, and softer labor 
market conditions will bring down inflation, they will also bring 
some pain to households and businesses. These are the 
unfortunate costs of reducing inflation. But a failure to restore 
price stability would mean far greater pain.
Fed can and should bring down inflation; public expectations 
contribute to inflation; the Fed must keep at it until the job is 
done.
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Hike expectations
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September Dot Race
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How high is high?
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Economy so far is relatively resilient
• Atlanta Fed Now GDP is projecting slight growth path for Q3
• Jobless claims suggest employment no longer weakening
• Strong corporate profits help hiring and risk markets
• Fed is no longer mentioning soft-landing scenario

– Recession in 2023/2024 is becoming much more likely
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Real GDP Growth
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ISM from 9/1
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New orders bounced
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Transitory Inflation factors coming down
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Gasoline

• Gasoline prices have fallen every day for 98 days.
• Gas was the primary cause of inflation in the first half 



Consumer 1yr Inflation Expectations

• You can see a clear rolling over in consumers inflation expectations.  
• 1yr down to 4.6% vs 4.8% prior, 5-10yr expectations at 2.8% vs. 2.9% 

prior.
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Consumer Sentiment comes back
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Retail Sales 9/15

• Retail sales were surprisingly strong in August
• Gas prices came down leaving room for spending on other items



Mortgages up to early 2000s rates
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Housing Supply Up but Demand Down
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Payment effect on mortgages
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Employment Update



Job growth slowing but not slow
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Unemployment rate up
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Women are joining the workforce
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Participation rate still low by historical standards
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Several service sector jobs still below pre-covid
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Job Openings
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Missing foreign born workers
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Missing pre-retiree workers
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Inflation Update



CPI Inflation: 9/13



Inflation
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Rent costs

The mechanics of shelter inflation, which is a significant chunk of the core 
services index, suggest peak rent is still several months away.
• Owners’ Equivalent Rent (OER) rose 0.7%
• Rent of primary residence rose 0.7%
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Pay Growth slowing but still quick
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Higher and higher
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Financial Conditions Eased in July
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Dollar Strength vs Major currencies
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Euro/$ exchange rate
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Monthly change in UST yields
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Copper to Gold Ratio
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Biggest Current Financial Markets Macro Issues
• Russia – has all the swing energy and they are strangling 

Europe… contributing to higher inflation, weaker economy.
• China – has all the goods for supply chains and they are 

hurting the US… contributing to higher inflation.
– Taiwanese tensions continue to grow

• U.S. – has the dollar, the strength of which is hurting all 
emerging economies… contributing to higher inflation.
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International gas trading at multiple times US
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European Energy
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